THE PYRAMID CITIES OF ANTARTICA
To the south of this area called Neptune’s Range there appears to be another massive complex of buildings or pyramid structures that are pixilated-out by Google Earth. In fact that and many other areas around the entire continent are intentionally blurred-out. Another such area is the region
between Strand Moraine and Cape Chocolate. In this area there are apparently clear marking of structures and show design and possible writings. Then there is the famous 14 mile long massive structure at coordinates, 70°09’40.02”S 87°40’27.15W that is unexplained but again, blurred-out by
Google Earth. Furthermore, a few years ago, some people noticed 2 entrances on Google Earth which appear to lead underground, despite nothing being marked on the map. The more prominent one is located about 185 miles from the nearest station, which is the Russian Mirny Station.
It seems to be a large tunnel leading underground, with a metal canopy positioned above it. It is big enough for a U.S. C-130 transport plane to fly in and out of. This ‘cave’ entrance is located at GPS coordinates -66.60350473548475, 99.719778. Such physical anomalies add to the speculation
that Antarctica is a gateway to the Hollow Earth. The continent, for the most part is covered in about 2 miles of thick ice. In such cases some argue that the layer of ice actually serves as insulation much like an igloo would. NASA satellite images have revealed nonetheless traces of ancient
settlement underneath the ice. The intriguing discovery was made during aircraft tests trials of NASA’s Advanced Topographic Laser Altimeter System (ATLAS). Such technology aims to monitor changes in polar ice thickness.
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The infrared images are definitely intriguing and are used as evidence
by experts. Such claim the images of structures are clearly the proof of
ancient human engineering could have built pyramids. Many believe that
the pyramidal civilizations had a common-core origin. Others believe that
the continent drifted southward in a massive Earth crust displacement that
could have coincided with such events as the Flood of Noah. Many others
also suggest that Antarctica is actually the lost continent of Lemuria.
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This land of mystery is further complicated with the notion as some strongly
believe that the Earth is actually ‘flat’ and that Antarctica is the centripetal edge
of the planet. It is for this reason that an international treaty of nations was
forged to suppress the evidence and ‘truth’ of this reality. Still others believe
that the continent harbors the remnants of a vast network of Nazis in
collaboration with Aliens that have hidden bases and technology awaiting
a full disclosure and New World Order.

